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We cannot be sure that when Peter came out of the prison that wl'- he came right

out of the 4wF- door ontothe earth or whetIe r there were 10 steps that w he went

down . There are a few things k like that that he cannot be sure. On the otI r

hand when you find in Kings that a King called Benhadad , and in Chronicles he

is called Ben hagar, we know that the .... is a very ancient copying error, be

cause thewe have ins criptEions of the king whose name was -Be-thad-- Bendadaö,

but the fact that everybody knew that was an error and they dc kept it right to the

present shows how careful they were to copy the manuscriptcs as they fxnd them

and not to correct even what they knew were errors.

Ans. The Dead Sea Scrolls consist of two types of scrolls. ThFe- There are

a great many of them which are copies of Biblical books, and these copies differ

very, very little from the copies that have been preserved for us and passed down
confidence

in the synagogue, etc. And cons equently they give us added ,6&n4eFeItee in the

accuracy 4-t- of the copping . That is of very great value. They do not give us

any further help in 1 the understanding. Then tie re are another group of the Dead

Sea Scrolls, maybe a third of them consist of the rules of this particular section.

Their rules ard their devotionls, and all that, and they are filled with illusions

to current event, but they are not explained clearly, and there are a lot of theories

on that, and some very anti-Christian theories have been built on o icte4 obscure

expressions in some of them. K So there has come a real attack on Christianic
of that

faith from a misunderstantling, or misinterpreting/a vast. section of the Dead Sea

Scrolls, so they have been a great help and also a .. danger.

Ans. Some people don't like the term verbal -bea- because iyy- they think that

the people means dictation, so tIE y prefer the term plenary . Plenary is derived

from the Latin word Plenus, which means full. It means that it is-e--m- completely
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